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Mid-year Reflections
With half a year now behind us, I
recently asked myself, what have I
achieved during the past 6 months,
and am I satisfied with where I am
now.
Well, let’s face the cold hard facts.
No one’s perfect. I would admit,
yes, there were decisions I regretted
making, and steps I shouldn’t have
taken. But do not get me wrong, as
much as I’ve erred, I’m most glad I did
so. For these mistakes are just minor
stumbling blocks in one’s journey to
greater heights. Only when you can
truly look beyond the surface, will you
learn from your mistakes.
I for one, regretted not slapping on

generous layers of sunblock. Yes it
may sound corny, but do hear me out.
June was a hectic month for me over
here at REV. Formula Drift Asia took
to the asphalt of the F1 Pit Building
(flip to pg 4 to read more) and boy
did the DKs (in case you didn’t catch
Tokyo Drift, that’s drift king in short)
thrill the fans.
I took my place underneath the
unforgiving sun, and had my virgin
attempt at panning. After spending
hours poring over the Internet for tips
and techniques the previous night, I
managed to get a few keepers which
I’m pretty pleased with.
Then came SUPER GT. It certainly
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wasn’t one to be missed. Race
queens aside (pretty reluctantly
actually), the line up of races and cars
(especially Honda’s HSV-010) was
simply mouth-watering (check out our
coverage on pg 38). Well, I paid the
price for my enthusiasm. Apart from
aching calves, I was bestowed with
a generous amount sun-time which
resulted in an even tanner me.
Did I grumble? Yes I did. Did I enjoy
it? Hell yes! 2000 photos later, I
found myself dead beat and though
the A&W dinner on the way back did
perk me up a little, I couldn’t wait to
jump into the shower, then my bed.
But despite all the abuse my body
took, the joy I got in return from
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experiencing the events, taking those
photos and hanging out with people
who share similar passions was
simply priceless.
Churning out this note after more
than 12 hours of work, I still find joy in
writing. Six months ago, I would have
never dreamt that I’ll be here, doing
what I love best.
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EVENTS

down with

Sticky Valves
and Dirty Sludge!
Bardahl showcased their awesome products at the recent
Formula Drift Singapore 2011

The F1 Pit Building played host to
Formula Drift Singapore 2011 on the
11th and 12th of June 2011. This year’s
event saw both veteran drivers and
rookies from around the region fight
it out for the top spot. A new Team
Championship was included for this
year’s championship, and the Singapore
leg saw its official inauguration.

Text Samuel Kang Photos Samuel Kang

Being the official lubricant of the
Formula Drift Asia 2011, Bardahl sure
made their presence known with their
eye-catching yellow and black themed
booth. Apart from taking part in the
Singapore leg of Formula Drift Asia,
Daynom Templeman’s 20B-powered
Mazda RX7 was also parked at the
front, allowing shutterbugs photography
opportunities with the car.
Painted in signature Bardahl colours, car
enthusiasts and kids alike were posing
and grinning from ear to ear as they got
their shots taken with the car. Needless

to say, the crowd swelled considerably
the moment Bardahl race queens made
their appearance.
Inside the booth, a whole range of
Bardahl products were neatly displayed
on shelves and knowledgeable
personnel were on hand to address
any doubts. Bardahl stickers were
also spotted on a go-kart that was on
display within the booth, further proving
their commitment towards supporting
motorsports.

boards with the Bardahl villains, Sticky
Valves and Dirty Sludge were worn and
it was a refreshing sight as compared to
the usual race queens.

REV magazines with an exclusive
Bardahl front cover could also be picked
up for free. Chee San and See Toh of
Bardahl Asia Pacific, both armed with
an issue of REV, gamely posed against
the Bardahl backdrop for a few shots.

Despite showers which made for a
wet and slippery qualifying session on
Saturday, Sunday saw the sun out in
full force. The tandem battles involved
door-to-door drifting action and had
the crowd on the edge of their seats.
Eventually, Team SPARK Motorsports’
Daigo Saito took the top spot on the
podium, with teammate Ken Gushi
finishing in third. Saranon Pornpatanarak
of Team M150, otherwise simply known
as Non, came in second in his Nissan
Silvia S15. Team SPARK Motorsports
took the Team Championship trophy
with their two podium finishs.

The blazing sun made for an extremely
hot and humid day. Thankfully, Bardahl
staff were handing out packets of
tissues and Bardahl decals. Sandwich

Come October, the second round of
Formula Drift Asia 2011 will be held in
Jarkarta, Indonesia and I’m sure fans of
the series are all eagerly anticipating it!
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WHY WORRY NO ACCESSORIES & WORKSHOP

OPEN AT NIGHT?

CASH VOUCHER WITH
PURCHASE OF $100
ABOVE INCLUDING
PROMO & NONPROMO ITEMS

OPEN DAILY EXCEPT PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

FROM 3PM - 3AM

(CANNOT BE
COMBINED
WITH OTHER
VOUCHERS)

ALL SERVICING PACKAGES COMES WITH FREE CAR WASH

$165*

$176*

$165*

Free
wiper

MOTUL

HKS NA RACING

$128*

$135*

$128*

Free
wiper

HKS TURBO RACING

$128*

Free
engine
flush &
protector

HKS SUPER RESPONSE

X REV

FK MASSIMO

TEAM MOT

EC

$88

PENNZOIL

AGIP

TOP-UP
• Battery Water
• Brake, Clutch, Power Steering Fluid
• Radiator Coolant
• Windshield Washer System

ENJOY EXPRESS

SERVICING

AT MOTEC WITH
JUST

$88

CHANGE
• 4 Litres Engine Oil
• Oil Filler (original or equivalent)

AUDIO
SYSTEM

CLEAN
• Air Filter

ENOC

LUBRICATE
• 4 Battery Terminal
• Door Hinges

CHECK
• Air-con Belt & Fan Belt
• Handbrake, Horns & Wipers
• Indicators & Lighting
• Transmission & Axle Oil Level
• Tyres & Tyre Pressure

CAR LED LOGO

CUSTOMISE LED

HID CONVERSION KIT
With 1year warranty
with Installation

PIONEER
4350DVD

ONWA

Leg Room LED

with installation + 1 yr agent warranty

Tanabe , HKS, JS Racing, Drift Racing

$799

O

Subaru ver.9
Varis CF Bonnet

CS3 Vortex C/F Bonnet

Car Battery

Spring Stiffener
Sizes A, B, C, D, E, F, B+
(with Installation)

60mm Pro Sport /
Depo Racing

FOR

$439

ON

K Sport
Brake Kit

Hella Horn

ROTORA
Brake Kit

FORGED Racing
Radiator

Solar Film

Strut Bars

$A 4PA5IR
$A2C8AR0

5
$E1
ACH

LED Day Light
with Signal

$W5A0
RDS

Swift Bodykit

FORGED

AP Racing
Brake Kit

3A Car Mat

O

Sound Proofing

CS3 Bodykit

$120

8
$N2W4
ARDS

$50
RDS

ING Bodykit

BRAKE KIT

Carbon Fibre
Sticker Wrap

Spy
Alarm

ONWA

O

CS3 Bodykit

Fr

$888

FD JS C/F Bonnet

Lexus IS250

BODYKIT

CF WRAP

0
$N7W8
ARDS

Audi A5 3.2 Coupe

Door Handle Lights

HKS/ API/ Drift Racing/ Tanabe

CARBON FIBRE BONNET

5
$N1W1
ARDS

O

LED Door light

COILOVER

LTA COMPLIANT EXHAUST

With 1year warranty
with Installation

0
$N1W2
ARDS

$70
RDS

$FO5R04 $FO3R02

ANY 3

SONAX 5W40

FREE
UMBRELLA

BLITZ 5W40

Borch & Boliden

$128*

Free
engine
flush or
protector

Q-MAX 5W40

$108*

$118*

Free
engine
flush or
protector

$128*

Oil Cap

0
$N1W2
ARDS
O

Vortex & Varis (R) C/F GT Wing

$128

LL +
W/INSTA H
SWITC

Radiator

MOTEC AUTO ACCESSORIES

Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 Singapore 628455 Tel: 6265 3558 www.motec.com.sg
LED, HID, Sound System, Carbon Fiber, Alarm System, Car Servicing And Maintenance, Performance Part,
Exhaust System, Sound Proofing, Customized Floor Mat, Car Batteries, Bodykit and many more.

Your Ideal Car Accessories Distributor and Retailer.
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Nissan 180SX
Originally produced in 1989, the
180SX was based on the Nissan
S13 chassis and came with pop-up
headlights and a liftgate. It was the
hatchback version of the S13 line-up
which also consisted of a two-door

N’S

Photographer Bryan Law / Metamorphosis Production

Dr

Whether you are into drifting, circuit
racing or drag racing, Nissan’s
S-Chassis will surely be one that
will be able to meet your needs.
Unknown to many, the original Silvia
was produced back in 1965 and was
powered by a 96HP 1.6L inline-4
engine. Fast forward 46 years, a few
Silvias still roam out streets with the
S15 being the last, as well as the
most common one.

coupe as well as the rare 2-door
convertible. Though the name was in
reference to its earlier 1.8L CA18DET
engine, it remained so even after
introduction of a 2.0L engine option in
1991. Depending on the region it was
marketed in, the Silvia S13 was also
branded as 200SX and 240SX.

The Sileighty originally came about
when street racers in the land of rising
sun (Japan) often damaged their front
ends. Due to the higher costs of the
180SX front panels and lights, they
turned to the Silvia parts which were
lighter and cheaper. Such cars were
termed Sileighty as they had a Silvia
front end on a 180SX rear. The looks
of these cars soon grew on many S13

Significant visual differences of a
Sileighty include fixed headlights
as opposed to pop-up ones. Front
fenders, hood and bumper had to be
swopped out in order to complete the
conversion.

Felix said, “The Nissan S13 Silvia
has proven to be ideal for drifting
mainly because of the geometry of
the vehicle. The car is relatively light
weight with front engine rear wheel
drive. Furthermore, both stock and
aftermarket parts for Silvias are in
abundance, making it cost-effective.
The SR20DET engine also has
extreme potential in power building
with just some tweaks and tuning.”

Felix’s Sileighty
The looks of such a hybrid of parts
grew on Felix as well. Being the sole
driver of this drift car, the conversion
was never out of the question and
was soon performed on his 180SX.
Explaining his choice of workhorse,

The rare sighting of such a car on our
island constantly drew the crowds’
attention during his participation
in Formula Drift Asia Singapore
(all four of them in fact). Other
regional appearances also include
competitions in Malaysia, as well as

owners and a swapping frenzy also
created Silfourty (Silvia front end on
a 240SX) or simply known as a JDM
Silvia conversion.
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Fast Facts: Nissan
180SX RPS13 (Sileighty)
ENGINE

SR20DET,
HKS
2835
Pro
R
Turbocharger, Splitfire Direct Ignition,
HKS Cam Shaft Step 1 264°, Garage
R Custom Intercooler, Blitz Radiator,
HKS Blowoff Valve, HKS Wastegate,
Sard Fuel Regulator, Nismo 740cc Fuel
Injectors, HKS Direct Air Filter, Garage R
Custom Exhaust Manifold

DRIVETRAIN

Nismo Coppermix Clutch/Fly Wheel Kit,
Nismo 2-way LSD, PPG Dog Box

UNDERCARRIAGE
As with any other competitive
motorsport, much tinkering has to
be done to the handling department.
For the Sileighty, stiffer and thick bars
were introduced to reduce body roll
and adjustable links and arms allow
for minute adjustments to camber,
toe and caster. Of course, the good
people at Stamford Tyres only wanted
the best for Felix hence wrapped
around Gram Lights 57D rims are
grippy Falken RT615K rubbers.
To some, the interior might seem
a tad claustrophobic. The mix of a
Cusco rollcage and the car’s low roof
line may seem unwelcoming but once
you’re nested comfortably in the Bride

bucket seat, you’ll feel right at home.
Necessities are to your left and they
include HKS gauges, a F-Con V Pro
ECU and an EVC boost controller. The
fifth wheel of choice is one from Italian
manufacturer Nardi and the quality is
of course second to none.
Making it Possible
Drifting competitively is something
beyond the reach of many. The
lack of funds and technical support
that workshops can provide often
prove to be ever-present stumbling
block. Fortunately in Felix’s case, the
support he has gotten from Garage R,
Stamford Tyres and Lye Designs has
enabled him to participate actively in

this sport on a competitive level.
“Stamford Tyres has been most
generous in providing sponsorship
of tyres. Being my main sponsor,
they have allowed me to perform and
represent Stamford Tyres in many
events. They are a constant support
in all my drifting events and sessions.
And I am truly grateful for all their
unwavering faith in me. HKS Garage
R’s excellent technical support
and expertise has also made me
extremely pleased with how my S13
runs and last but not least, the spotwelding and body work done by Lye
Design is flawless and far exceeded
my expectations.”

GP Sports Knuckle Kit, Project U Brake
Pads, Nissan GTR32 Brakes, Cusco
Tower Bar Front and Rear, Cusco
Stabiliser, Cusco Tension Rod, Cusco
Link & Arms, Ikeya Formula Tie Rods,
HKS Hipermax D Suspension, HKS
2-way Castor Camber Kit, Gram Lights
57D, Falken RT615K

CABIN

Nardi Steering Wheel, HKS Race
Meters, Bride Bucket Seats, Sabelt 5
Point Harness, HKS F-Con V Pro, C’s
Short Stroke Shifter, HKS EVC Boost
Controller, Cusco Roll Cage

EXTERIOR

Origin Front/Rear Bumper and Side
Skirt, C-West GT-Wing, Lye Designs
Custom Front and Rear Flare Body,
Falken Tire Livery

EXHAUST

Garage R Custom 3” Exhaust System

Safety is always a priority
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BMW F10 5 Series Exhaust

BMW 5 Series / M5 Exhaust

BMW 6 Series Exhaust

Audi S5 4.2 V8 Exhaust

Audi A4 / A5 1.8/2.0/3.2T Quattro Exhaust

Kia Cerato Exhaust

Mini R56 1.6 Turbo

Volkswagen Golf 5 / 6 / Scirocco Exhaust

Fiat Bravo Exhaust

Lancer CS3 Exhaust

Subaru Impreza 1.6 Exhaust

Honda Civic FN2R

KOUP EXHAUST 1.6 COMING SOON!! LTA COMPLIANT!!

Coil Spring From $300! Coilover From $1550 and above!
Available for
CIVIC FD, EVO 10,
SUBARU GRB,
HONDA FIT

Available for
SUBARU 1.5 HB,
STREAM RN6

The damping force of this shock
absorber is non-adjustable.
Spring for this NF Kit is barrel
form type as shown in the
catalogue. By Using this spring,
we achieved much comfortable
driving quality.

The shock absorber which it
is exclusively designed on the
basis of the height, spring rate
data which is calculated in
every model. It gives a stiffer
feeling to the car.

Height Adjustable

The damping force of
this shock absorber is
adjustable. You can
choose its strength
among 12 steps, soft,
medium and hard for
the front & rear.

Available for
HONDA FIT &
HONDA STREAM

CF-S can adjust the
ride height remains the
adoption of certain length
adjustment system. Also
designed for each vehicle
to the position of the
bracket.

Underbrace

Damping Adjustable By
Electronic Control Unit
(T Damping Adjustable By
Electronic Control Unit
(TEAS)

LTA COMPLIANT

Height Adjustable

Civic FD

Dress-up From lowers car by
35-40mm but still provides a
comfortable ride
with its increased spring rate.

Retaining good ride
characteristics identical to stock
while offering almost 20-30mm
lowering capability

Slightly firmer design for
improved cornering stability
while offering 25-30mm
lowered look.

Honda
Stream

ADVANCE RACING DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS
PACKAGE A

PACKAGE B

32 Stage Adjustable Damping Force Enables
Various Settings Suitable For Your Liking.

FROM
$395
TANABE
LOWERING
SPRING

Shorter Piston for Lowering Spring To
Prevent From Hitting The Bumpstops.

PACKAGE C

FROM $650
Twin Tube From Japan Reacts Quickly And
Correctly Against Sudden Shock Reaction
Gas Filled To Keep The Shock Pressurized
And Helps To Stop Oil Leak In Extreme
Usage

Advance
Coilover

Upsize
Rotor Kit

4 Pot Big
Brake Kit

Advance Steel
Braided Hose

FROM
$950

LTA Compliant Exhaust From $650!

Advance Suspension is a direct replacement for OEM Monotube Shock.
Ideal as an upgrade from OEM Shock Absorber as it is damping
adjustable, therefore making it more responsive and easier to adjust to suit
different driving styles. Made from Steel and power coated damper body.
Models Available: Honda Civic FD, EG/EK, EU1 05 onwards, Fit GE6 08,
Airwave, Suzuki Swift, Toyota Vios, Altis, Allion, Camry, Mazda 3 06, 5,
Mitsubishi Lancer CS3, EX, Nissan Sunny N16, Latio, Sylphy.

Honda Fit GE6

+

ADVANCE SUSPENSION +
TANABE LOWERING SPRING
+ ALIGNMENT

Extractor

JEEP CHEE TRADING PTE LTD (EXHAUST SPECIALIST)

Stainless Steel muffler
TITANIUM Tip

$650

TAIL PIPES

Add: Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 Singapore 408701 Tel: 6745 4700 / 6749 4260 Fax: 6743 2059
Blk 3015 Ubi Road 1 #01-232 Singapore 408704
We have revamped our website, please visit: WWW.JEEPCHEE.COM.SG E-MAIL: SALES@JEEPCHEE.COM.SG

Jeep Chee.indd 1

Mandrel
Bending
Service
Available!

* AMEX/DINERS/OCBC/
MAYBANK/UOB/
CITIBANK Credit Card
Installment Available
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MODS

1. Honda Civic FD CF Trunk

2. VTTR 6-pot Big Brake Kit

Besides looking good, getting the carbon fibre trunk for your
Honda Civic FD will also shave some weight off the rear of your
car. Constructed with high quality weaves, this CF
trunk will replace your stock lid without
the unsightly gaps often seen in
inferior copies. This CF trunk
also has impressive structural
integrity despite its light weight.

Designed to be a full competitionspec brake kit, VTTR’s 6-pot brake
kit is as good as it gets when you
require effective stopping capabilities.
Consisting of large lightweight twopiece rotor, finest quality Teflon-line
braided brake hoses and beautifully
crafted calipers, this brake kit promises
maximum performance and reliability.

Motec – 6265 3558

RTES – 6844 2370

3. Mann Filter 5W40

4. Nashin 6-pot Big Brake Kit

With high viscosity and low volatility, Mann
Filter MFO 5W40 Fully Synthetic Engine
Oil offers high performance, extended oilchange interval and protection for the engine.
Engineered to provide superior performance
in automotive engines even under extreme
operating conditions, this fully synthetic engine
oil is suitable for a wide range of applications
including force-induction and diesel engines.

With the Nashin 6-pot big brake kit, ultimate
braking performance can now be yours. The
billet forged structure makes the calipers
stronger yet lighter than factory ones and
a hard surface coat prevents wear and
withstands against high temperatures.
Paired with brake pads that are designed to
lower vibration and increase stability, you will be
able to brake confidently even at high speeds.

BH Auto – 6559 8944

Chuan Lee Hin – 6862 6818

Modifications 101
Go Faster, Stop Quicker, Turn Better
& Enjoy a Better Performance overall with these Products

5. Tanabe 4-point Underbrace

6. Silver’s Suspension

The importance of chassis reinforcement is often overlooked in high
performance vehicles. With the Tanabe 4-point underbrace, specific points
of the undercarriage are connected and this reinforces the chassis and
prevents flexing of the unibody.
The
unique
internal
I-beam
construction enables it to be highly
rigid yet lightweight at the same
time, reinforcing the car’s chassis
without much additional weight.

Designed for drivers who seek improved handling
on the street and at the track, Silver’s suspension
will allow for better ride at lowered heights and
increased grip through the corners. With extensive
testing going into the production of these
coilovers, performance is guaranteed to
leave you driving harder and going faster.

Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

McWell Ventures – 8139 0848

7. D1Spec 6-pot Big Brake Kit

8. Elig S+ Advance Version Brake Pads

Increase your stopping power with this brake
system from D1Spec. A good set of brakes
not only boost your confidence when doing
spirited driving, but also prevent accidents
from happening. This 2024 aluminum-forged
6 piston caliper system is mated to 2-piece
floating rotors which effectively dissipate
heat. Available for a wide range of cars.

Consisting of mostly ceramic fibres, Elig S+
brake pads dissipate heat well which in
turn keeps performance strong even after
repeated hard braking. Unlike other high
performance pads, the S+ pads are quieter
and also reduce wear and tear of the brake
disc. Due to their unique properties, less dust
is produced during braking and such dust is
of a light colour and can be washed off easily.

Fabulous X – 6841 9329

Blaze Trading – 6841 3724

9. EBC Green Stuff

10. Whiteline Anti-roll Bar

The EBC Green Stuff is designed for spirited street driving and suited for hot
hatch and sports compacts below 200HP. These pads have a high friction
coefficient, great initial bite from cold right up to 600°C. Another major
advantage of the Green Stuff compound is its low dust properties.
It cuts down between 60-90% of the dust commonly
associated with most competitive types of semimetallic pad yet not sacrificing on performance.
Green Stuff pads are available for a huge
range of cars including SUVs and MPVs.

As the names suggests, Whiteline anti-roll bar’s
objective is to reduce body roll and stabilize a
vehicle under lateral (cornering) forces. With their
close association with motorsports, Whiteline
products are designed to be at the very front of
handling development. Upon installation, cornering
load is spread evenly across the tyres and this
delivers additional grip. Tyre wear is also improved
as the tyres stay flatter and more upright.

Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

Dynotechnica – 6841 1304
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MIRACLE BODY WORKZ

( P IE )

We Specialize in Body works, Accessories, Accident Claims, Panel Beat & Spray Paint
E90 Bonnet

M3 Style CF Bonnet

M5 Fender

BMW E92 M3 Conversion
Arriving
soon

Coming
Soon
E90/E92 Bonnet

E90/ E90 LCI / E9M3 Style CF Bonnet

BMW F10 H Style AeRo Kit

BMW M5 Fender

BMW E92 To M3 Conversion Kit

BMW x6 H Style

NEW

BMW F10 H Style Aero Kit

BMW F10 H Style Aero Kit

BMW X6 H Style

BMW E92 - E93

BMW E92 MT Style Aero Kit

BMW E92 Ericsson Style Aero Kit

BMW Z4

BMW E92 K Style Aero Kit

Mercedes W204

Arriving
soon

BMW Z4 H Style Aero Kit

Mercedes W204 AM Style Aero Kit

BMW E60

Mercedes W204 W Style Areo Kit

Promotion
$1988 10 Sets
only

Promotion
$1988 10 Sets
only

E60 K Style Body Kit

Mercedes W212 AMG

E60 M Style Aero kit (PP Material)

E60 RG Style Body Kit

Promotion
$1988 10 Sets
only

E60 M5 Body kit (PP Material)

E60 AC Style Body Kit

E60 K Style Front Lip

BMW E90

E90 M Style BodyKit

E90 AC Bodykit

Promotion
$2088 10 Sets
only

E90 / E90 LCI M3 Bodykit

E 90 K Style Body Kit

E90 RG Style Bodykit

*Dealers enquires welcome @ 9002 9512

Miracle_280411.indd 1
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TALK

The Act of Balancing
Stamford Tyres’ Hunter Road Force GSP9700 wheel balancer goes beyond the
traditional functions of a wheel balancer
Committed to bringing you the best
tyres and wheels solutions, Stamford
Tyres brought in the latest in wheel
balancing technology from Hunter
Engineering Company.
Hunter’s award-winning research and
development team of mechanical,
electrical and software engineers is
responsible for hundreds of patented
and exclusive features that make
Hunter products the most productive
undercar service equipment available.
Together with the expertise of Stamford
Tyres, this cutting-edge piece of
technology will enable you to have a
perfectly balanced wheel and a much
smoother and vibration-free drive.
Hi guys! First of all, why is proper
wheel balancing important and
what benefits do they bring?
The design of automobiles these days
enables them to ride smoothly and

handle safely under most conditions.
Unchecked and excessive wheel
vibration can result in excessive tyre
wear, damage to suspension and
steering parts, unsafe steering and
handling and the most dangerous one
of all, unsafe driving conditions.
The reasons why these happen
are as follow: When vehicles are in
motion, radial and lateral forces are
exerted onto the wheels due to the
unbalanced tyres. When the tyres
rotate, asymmetries of mass cause the
wheels to wobble and this can result in
ride disturbances usually in the form of
vertical and lateral vibrations.
Due to the lateral forces, this could
cause a vehicle to steer away even
when travelling in a straight line as well
as uneven tyre wear. The benefits are
self-explanatory. Proper balancing will
give you a more comfortable ride and

extends the life of your tyres and most
importantly, safer driving conditions.

and handling problems such as tyre
pull and wheel vibration.

What kind of machinery was
used previously to balance
wheels and how do they work?
Previously we were using traditional
electronic wheel balancers from Italy.
Fasep (the brand) determines the
amount and angle of unbalance. The
unbalanced wheels are then corrected
by fitting weights to the outer and inner
flanges of the wheel.

The GSP9700 also allows faster
troubleshooting and repairs through the
quick calculation of the contributions
of the rim and tyre to radial vibration
problems and presents the technician
with
easy
step-by-step
repair
instructions. Through the use of this
wheel balancer, we are able to duplicate
wheel vibration measurement and tyre/
wheel matching methods previously
used only by vehicle manufacturers to
provide that “new car ride”.

How different is the Hunter
GSP9700 from the previous
one?
Fasep wheel balancers are reliable and
quite an accurate machine. However,
they are unable to correct unbalance
caused by radial and lateral forces.
Whereas the Hunter GSP9700 wheel
balancer can both measure, and
correct such forces hence solving ride

By being able to accurately diagnose
and correct such issues, we are able
to provide higher levels of customer
satisfaction. Positive feedback from
our customers shows that this Hunter
product is the best at what it does and
we are glad that we made the right
decision to acquire it.

14 July 2011
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PARTS

1. Honda Key Chain

2. H.I.D Kit

Accesorise your keys with Honda key chain. The
red Honda emblem, commonly found on Type R
models, has been made into a handy
keychain that will compliment
your car keys perfectly. The
polished surface will catch
your attention the moment you
lay your eyes on it.

High Intensity Discharge lighting,
otherwise simply known as HID,
generally produces three times as much
light as standard halogen bulbs while
using 40% less electrical current. The
light emitted is also longer and wider in
range, increasing your visibility even in
low-light conditions. Such kits are available in various
bulb types, making it suitable for almost every car model.

Motec – 6265 3558

Chuan Lee Hin – 6862 6818

3. Titanium Tail Pipe

4. Glaco Roll-On

Replace that boring factory tail pipe with
this titanium offering by the exhaust
specialist Jeep Chee. Unlike the plain
silver that most tail pipes come in, this
titanium version comes with a tinge of
blue and will instantly catch the attention
of many. Furthermore, it is a totally
reversible modification and is LTA-compliant.

Japanese manufacturers Soft99 brings to you
their unique glass coating product, the Glaco
Roll-On. The convenient applicator provides
quick and easy application as compared to
conventional bottle types. It offers water
beading over 45km/h which ensures
enhanced visibility even during heavy rain.

Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

Concorde Auto – 6292 0087

Gadgets & Gizmos
There's no point in having a powerful car
if it doesn't have the right accessories to complement it.

5. Pivot XV-VW Gauges

6. Front Grille for BMW

The Pivot XV multi gauge offers convenient
monitoring of engine stats by simply connecting
it to your Volkswagen diagnostic monitoring
connector. Keep an eye on your boost
pressure and oil and water temperature with
just a flick of a switch and installation is a
breeze with the provided coupler connection.
You can also display your latest peak
reading with the gauge’s peak hold function.

Spruce up the exterior of your BMW with this mean-looking
front grille. Made of ABS material,
this front grille will compliment the
new stylish looks of your Beemer.
Change the way your car looks
with this cosmetic enhancement
product. Available for BMW E60,
E90, E92, X3, X5 and 1 Series.

McWell Ventures – 8139 0848

Fabulous-X – 6841 9329

7. Smartwax

8. Powerails Type A

A 100% pure carnauba based wax and polish,
enhanced by Non-Stick Protection, Smartwax is
formulated using Smartwax’s proprietary blend
of fluorocarbon polymer resins that gives it the
wet looking, long lasting depth of shine and
UV protection. Pamper your car and let it look
good with this leading product from Smartwax.

How comfortable your ride will depend on
the type of seats you’re using. For the
flexibility of choice, the Powerails
Type A is a light-weight and
sturdy rail-frame that can
accommodate all types of
reclining chairs to help make your
ride a more comfortable, or sport one.

Auto Maxima – 6552 1351

Miki Marketing – 6749 1996

9. Carbon Console Panel

10. Boliden Battery

Besides its light-weight and high
tensile strength properties, carbon
fibre parts also add a bling factor
to your car. Aeimpex has produced
a carbon console panel for a wide
range of continental makes such
as Mercedes, Porsche, Maserati and
BMW. Spruce up your interior with these
high quality parts from Aeimpex today!

With Boliden maintenance-free battery, drive
with a peace of mind without having to worry
about the periodic maintenance associated
with conventional batteries. Exported to a large
number of countries, Boliden batteries have
consistently performed well when tested and
compared to its competitors.

Aeimpex – 9109 7821

BH Auto – 6559 8944
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high performance
brake technology
For Road And Track 100% Asbestos Free
Elig Ceramic Brake Pads are made from ceramic fibers, filler material, bonding agents and small amounts of copper fibers
within them, Because they’re mostly ceramic, these brake pads dissipate heat well, which keeps performance strong, even
after repeated hard braking. They also don’t break down very much with repeated use, that means they produce less dust
compare to other types of brake pads and the dust that they do produce is lighter in color and doesn’t stick to the wheels.
Sports Version
( SP Carbon )

Advance Version
( S+ )

• High Temperature Resistance
• Dissipate Heat Well
• Quieter & Lighter

Installations
available at
our dealers’
workshop

• Comfort Upon Braking
• Reduced Wear & Tear Of The Brake Disc
• Environmental Friendly
• Complete Non-Asbestos
• Less Dust Produce And Doesn’t Stick To
The Wheels

high
performance OIL
• Hyper-U99i Ultra Viscosity Elastic Annex
(Additive Exclusive to ASIA), special
additive that coats all friction surfaces,
providing a protection layer which
greatly reduces wear & tear, enhancing
engine performance due to the “hot &
humid” climate in Asia
• Excellent low temperature starts and cold
start protection
• High temperature stability
• Superb oil pressure for more power

100% Synthetic
API SM

• Low engine noise
• Engine Cleaning Additive based on API
requirements to meet automobile
manufactures standards
• Oil film retention

MADE IN JAPAN

• Shear resistance & anti-friction properties

Blaze Trading Services Tel: 6841 3724 Website: www.blaze-trading.com / www.kic-oil.com Email: salesenquiry@blaze-trading.com
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We will change the way you drive!
The ONLY one of its kind in the world
Special Promotion!
$230

• Increase engine power
• Increase engine torque
• Improve throttle response
• Remove low-end lethargy
• Remove high-end breathlessness
• Remove engine flat-spot
• Reduce engine noise
• Reduce engine vibration
• Reduce turbo lag
• Enhanced overtaking power

Free Installation,
Free Trial and Full Money
Backed-Guarantee.

Testimonials

Suitable for all petrol, diesel and CNG engines.

Loving every minute of the drive
Had used the E-Power System for my humble 1.4L K12 Nissan March since 2007 and have never looked back!!
Initially I was very skeptical that a few small devices could improve performance (even braking power, noise level and ‘feel’)! But once I got Mr. Lim
to keep adding over a period of time, my little March could fly on the N-S highway to KL loaded with 4 big sized adults. My March used to have
difficulty accelerating from 80 km/h. E-Power System has brought me much Joy and a small “set-back” (cost of the E-Power system Installation). I
love to have my car roaring when I accelerate. E-Power System has silenced and smoothen that roar from my humble March.
The same system was later transferred to my 2007 Forester and subsequently to my current 2009 2.5 Forestor XT. I no longer feel the turbo lag in my
car anymore. Its like driving a powerful normal aspirated car.
I am still Loving it every minute of my drive every time I drive my car!!
Thank you E-Power System and Thank you, Mr. Lim!
Marcus Chan

Working its wonders on CNG engines
I am a newly converted adopter of the E-Power System. I came across the system while picking up a copy of REV magazine. All this while I was
looking out for a power system that could ramp up the speed of my CNG powered Honda Stream. Looking through the testimonials and the promise
of a free trial, I decided to give it a shot. I met up with Mr Lim at my place and he just stuck a few pieces of “rubber” and meshing onto my engine.
“Let’s go for a test drive” he says. I was sceptical. What can a few pieces of “rubber” do? Boy was I wrong! The engine seems to breathe new life. My
ride was exhilarating! The acceleration was awesome! My foot on the gas pedal was light and I was ahead of the likes of petrol powered cars, good
makes at that and of course, even the taxis. Now even climbing hill on CNG is a breeze. Best of all, my fuel consumption has also improve on running
on CNG by at least 30km! Truly, the amazing “rubber” does what it claims! Thank you so much Mr Lim. I will be saving to purchase the next set on
my petrol engine! I will gladly recommend your wonderful system to my friends! Keep it coming!
K.L Tham / Honda Stream - CNG

Bringing new life back into your old car
I want to thank you personally for bringing new life into my old dame’ Betsy. My old mercedes benz 1989 W124 200E now has a better pick-up. The
E-Power System works wonders. I was in the beginning spectical cause mine was an old car and was wondering whether the product would work. I
am currently in Stage I and am already itching for Stage II. Thank you and God bless!
Regards, Sunil Kumar

Continental goodness
I have been looking into improving the low end torque of my car for several years now since I got my Volvo S40. It is so frustrating when my car
lacks the power whenever I try to overtake. I have installed almost every product available in the market that claims to improve the horsepower and
torque of cars. Devices that look sophisticated and “hi-tech” but sadly none of them works, wasting much of my hard-earned money and time. I
wanted to give myself a last try before I give up all hope of trying to improve my car. I met Mr. Lim after reading the many testimonials advertised
on the E-Power System in the Rev magazine. I was skeptical at first but after the first installation, I could feel the instant power and response that
my car display.
The car feels lighter and accelerates much faster. It is simply incredible. I am also surprise that my engine is quieter, smoother, so much more
responsive and the gear change quicker and smoother. I never expected so many positive changes to my car. Picking up speed and overtaking is a
breeze. Its a dream come true. For all new owners of the E-Power System, please be light on your throttle and get used to the power and response
first before you start to “wack”. Allow yourself time to adapt to the new behavior of your car, I almost bang into the vehicle in front of me after the
traffic light turns green with my usual pressure applied on the accelerator. The E-Power System has made my drive more enjoyable and the urge to
ram my car at every opportunity is almost uncontrollable. It’s like a drug addict craving for more drugs. I am not sure if this is the only one of its
kind in the world but I can assure you that no other products that I know which is available locally can give you similar results like the E-Power
System. You will be amazed.
Steven Lee / Channel Sales Executive M1 Limited (Singapore)

Close-up of Ultrasonic Aircharger
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

E-Power System as installed
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

Scalar Ionic Charger

Scalar Wrap

Aero-Mesh

Ultrasonic Aircharger

For enquiry, appointments and on-site installation at your convenience:

E-mail: enquiry@epowersystem.com • Website : http://epowersystem.com
Telephone: 65-63001911 • Mobile Phone Number: 65-90011086
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in - car entertainment special

The Unlikely

Suspect
This Lancer’s Looks
Might Deceive You
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AUTODIESEL TURBO FUEL
SYSTEMS PTE LTD

(The Only Authorised Denso Parts & Service Dealer In Singapore)

We Specialise In:
• Diesel Fuel Injection Pump Repair • Injector Repair
• Smoke Inspection (NEA/STA/VICOM)
• Vehicle ECU Diagnosis • General Service Of Vehicle
• Turbocharger Repair • Starter & Alternator Repair

Our Facilities
We are proud to be the first company to undertake common-rail supply pump repair facilities before
the Euro 4 Emission enforcement by Singapore government.

Testing Facilities

Products

Inline

HP2

VE Fuel Pump

HP3

V3 Fuel Pump

HP4

V4 Fuel Pump

Injector

Alternator

V5P Fuel Pump

Starter Motor

HP0

Turbocharger

Headquarter
Blk 20 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sec A #01-18 S’pore 575678
Tel: (65) 6453 6656
Fax: (65) 6453 6085
New Outlet
101, Woodlands Industrial Park E5 S’pore 757522
Email: sales@autodieselturbo.com Web: www.autodieselturbo.com

AutoDiesel_030611.indd 1
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1. Easycar E771-AS

Tired of carrying bulky remotes for your vehicle’s alarm
system? Easycar E771-AS is the solution for your
problem. The super slim card key transmitter performs
functions such as arming, disarming, silent arm and
car find and status. Also included is a high quality OEM
finish key knob cover that allows you to leave your key
in the ignition without attracting unwanted attention.
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

4. Alpine SBS-0715

A center channel speaker instantly sharpens up the imaging
in a multi-channel car audio system. Alpine’s offering, the
SBS-0715, comes with a handsome black enclosure that
will fit nicely on your dash. A separate compact amplifier
provides the juice and is small enough to
easily tuck out of sight.
Motec – 6265 3558

2. Easycar E772-AS

With the Smart Door LF Module Technology within
the Easycar E772-AS, no longer do you have to carry
your keys in your pocket when you leave your car. An
industry first, this keyless entry system conveniently
unlocks your car when you approach, and locks it as
you move away. Reliable LF communication ensures
consistent performance from this car alarm system.

5. JBL GTO504 Amplifier

Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

3. Easycar E702-AS

The Easycar E702-AS alarm system incorporates a
digital door entry system for your vehicle, allowing
you to lock, and unlock your car in style. Gain easy
access into your vehicle even if you’ve accidentally
locked your keys in your car by entering your preselected passcode into the high output LED digital
key pad.

JBL’s GTO504 amplifier has been engineered to
ensure flawless power delivery into numerous
impedances with low distortion. The 280watt 4 channel full range amplifier with
variable electronic crossover and
bass boost is the perfect
choice if you’re looking
to increase the
output level of your
car’s audio system.
Motec – 6265 3558

Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

CRANK UP YOUR VOLUME
Make yourself heard with all the latest innovations from around the globe

8. PYLE Marine PLMRA 220

6. JBL 560GTi

A 2-channel 600 watt waterproof marine MOSFET
amplifier, the PYLE Marine PLMRA 220 is capable
of delivering 300 watts for 2 outputs, or 600
watts in bridged mode. Besides a LED protection
indicator and blue level LED display, this amplifier
also has in-built thermal, overload and short
circuit protection.

Eliminate distortion with JBL’s 560GTi competition speaker
system. This 2-way component system contains a pair of 5
¼” speakers with kevlar cone woofer and dustcap as well as
high quality 2 ¼” dome tweeters. The cast aluminum basket
frame ensure protection of sensitive internal components.
Motec –
6265 3558

Autoform – 6294 5500

9. Oral MW 165

7. Blitz Audio BZX-7

The Blitz Audio BZX-7 amplifier certainly looks as good as
its performance. Beneath the clear acrylic protective cover
lies a polished chrome chassis which will grab the attention
of those who lay eyes upon
it. Front and rear inputs
are supported and the
green light illumination
allows
for
easy
adjustments even
in the dark.
Autoform
6294 5500

–

With its sleek and stylish design, the Corel MW 165
will bring you both visual and listening pleasure. The
6” woofer features a mica-polypropylene cone and
a 26mm voice coil which accurately reproduces
your favourite tracks as you make your way to your
destination. Coral’s Italian pedigree is a testimonial to
the quality and performance of this set of woofers.
Autoform – 6294 5500

10. Blitz Audio BZA-4190

Is the lack of power from your car’s amplifiers
not doing your high-end speakers justice?
Look no further than the Blitz Audio BZA-4190
4 channel 1000 watts high power MOSFET
amplifier. The gold plated inputs and outputs will
deliver accurate tones to your speakers, giving
you countless hours of listening pleasure.
Autoform – 6294 5500
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1. Caidrox CD-3000
An all-in-one package, the Caidrox CD-3000 car black box will
meet the needs of even the most demanding drivers out there.
Numerous features and a stylish design further makes it the
number one choice when shopping for car surveillance systems.
The high-resolution camera is capable of recording high
definition 1280 x 768 videos of up to 30 FPS. Gain maximum
coverage and quality recording with its 142.5 degree wide
angle lens and 1.3MP CMOS sensor. The auto view light
control technology will aid in reducing glare under bright
conditions as well as increase the visibility in low-light
situations. Two channel support also means you will be able to
record at both the front and rear of your vehicle. Recordings can
be saved onto your SD card (supports up to 32GB) and viewed
on the Korean-based software.
However, what truly makes it stand out from its competitors is
its in-built GPS function which gives you supporting evidence
in the form of its location. Do not worry about accuracy as
the CD-3000 software comes bundled with Google Map and
Google Earth. Launching the user-friendly software brings up 12
advanced feature display such as GPS information, recorded
data, vehicle speed information as well as a G-sensor graph.
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

PUSHING
BOUNDARIES

Push the tempo and take your party on the road
with these aurally powerful systems

2. Celestra FA 2150 X
Celestra was born in 1993 from the intuition of a person who
really believed in the possibility to improve the sound quality of car
amplifiers, compared to what the standard reference offered.
The FA series was created with a goal to achieve a new
market share. The lower prices of this series allow
people to have a chance at owning a Celestra product.
Reliability is however still present, and the sound
produced is clean and extremely well-controlled.
FA 2150 X is a 2-channel amplifier capable of 2 x 150W
rms nominal output power, and 2 x 370W at 1ohm. Trimode operation is possible without the need of any switch of
adapter and it also possesses an intelligent electronic protection
design which is capable of putting out high impulsive currents.
Battery and speaker connectors are significantly larger to ensure
uninterrupted and accurate transmission while a heavy duty
heatsink design with high cooling efficiently cools the amplifier
even when operating at full power. A sleek light gray polished
finish showcases its superior build quality and matches perfectly
with most interiors.
Autoform – 6294 5500
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BARDAHL ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD
33 Ubi Avenue 3 #07-51, Vertex, Singapore 408868 TEL: 6634 0600 FAX: 6634 0900 www.bardahl-ap.com
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FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

BEST BUY
IN TOWN!!

D1Spec Mini 6 Pistons Caliper

M I N I 6 P O T B R A K E K I T F I T M E N T S U I T A B L E F O R O E 15 ” W H E E L S

Material
T2024 Aluminum Alloy
Forming Way
4000 Ton Hot Forging In High Temperature
Surface Material
Kiln Dried Nanotech Painting
Corresponding Disc
286/302/320mm
Dimension Of Pistons
32/32/28mm

S T E E L B R A I D E D H O S E A T $ 110 O N LY !

SURE
STOPPING
POWER

Brake Disc

Main Material
FC-28 And Added Various Alloy

Brake Pad

MINI 6 POT BRAKE KIT

BIG 6 POT BRAKE KIT

ROTOR SIZE 386MM/302MM/320MM

$1688

MINI 4 POT BRAKE KIT

ROTOR SIZE 330MM/355MM

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS!

ROTOR SIZE 330MM/355MM

SUPERIOR BRAKING PERFORMANCE!

Rotor

The all new D1Spec brake kit is a new breed of brake system that meets of exceeds
most aftermarkets brake systems in quality and performance that is in today’s market.
Further test result shows 55% more braking power then all OEM specifications.
POWER WITHOUT D1SPEC BRAKE KIT IS NOTHING...

Main Material
Iron

Piston

Main Material
Aluminum Added Alloy

STAR

VIPER

EURO

E8

FROM
$688 PER
PAIR

SEAT
ROLLER
SEAT
RAIL

100% UNBREAKABLE PU V-LIP

ALL NEW D1SPEC COILOVER!
*Twin tube design damper for stability/comfort
*Twin tube design damper gets harder as the force increases,
reducing body roll and still maintaining smooth ride quality
*Cold-bent spring is designed to optimize the balance
between performance and comfort
*28 Levels of dampening adjustability
(compression/rebound)
*Height adjustment from 30mm-90mm
*Separate ride height and spring pre-load adjustments
*Aluminum alloy construction for spring seat
and locks
*Suitable for street and hard driving conditions
*Available for most cars makes
*One year warranty
*Free alignment for all D1spec coilover purchase

FRONT GRILLE

Temperature
0-550 o & 50-720 o
Main Material
Compound Pottery, Carbon
Color
Silver
Product Features
No Abnormal Sound

SPOILER

MITSUBISHI: LANCER CS/EX,COLT
SUBARU: IMPREZA/WRX MY 04-08,LEGACY
SUZUKI: SWIFT/SWIFT SPORT
HONDA: STREAM, CIVIC ES/FD, FIT/JAZZ, ACCORD CL7

60MM ADVANCE SYS CR GAUGES

H.I.D

&

=
OIL PRESS

TURBO

VOLT

WATER TEMP

BLUE

RED

OIL TEMP
....................................................................................................................................................................................................

&

=
For BMW E60, E90, E92, X3, X5
and 1 Series

For BMW
E60, E90 and IS250

THROTTLE BODY

AERO MIRROR

Better And Clearer Vision
During The Night

E-THROTTLE CONTROLLER

$188
More horsepower and torque
throughout the rpm range with
noticeably quicker throttle response.

70mm Throttle Body
Instant Throttle Response

Lancer CS3/EX, Subaru
MY05/06, Suzuki Swift/Swift
Sport, Mazda 3, Gen2,
Honda EG/EK

INTAKE
MANIFOLD
PRESSURE

TURBO

OIL TEMP

WATER TEMP

VOLT

WHITE

RED

THE ALL NEW D1SPEC GAUGES WITH INTERCHANGEABLE COLOURS!

EARTHING & VOLTAGE
STABILIZER

$168

SUPER EARTH

$148

VSD IV
MORE PICK
UP POWER

BETTER
DISTRIBUTION
OF ELECTRIC
CURRENT

Helps To Control Acceleration
+ Fuel Efficiency

Helps To Increase Power
Through Reinforce Grounding

All Servicing
Packages
SERVICING
Include Oil
FROM
Filter and
FREE 12
Point Checks

Helps To Enhance Spark
Plug Firing

GUNK 3 IN 1

$88

PENNZOIL PLATINUM 5W40

GREDDY 10W40

CUSCO 5W40

Fabulous-X Pte Ltd

51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-21 Paya Ubi Industrial Park Singapore 408933
HP: 9667 7711 Tel: 65-6841 7697, 65-6841 9329 Fax: 65-6841 2024
0% interest free installment plans available

FabX.indd 1
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REVIEWS

RIDE RIGHT WITH

Stability and comfort
in a single package

D1SPEC COILOVERS
You may have heard of them, but did
you know the name coilover is actually
short for “coil spring over strut”?
Consisting of a shock absorber with
a coil spring encircling it, coilovers
have become a popular choice of
many who wish to improve their
rides’ handling. Unlike most factory
absorbers, coilovers allow the user to
make height and damping adjustments
to suit his/her requirements. Further
customisation can also be done by

Before installation

After installation

Original Front Supension

Exposed top mounts

Factory absorbers

Installation in progress

Tightening things up

Looking good

Damping adjustable

Rear factory absorbers

Now for the rear

selecting appropriate spring rates
for both the front and rear. The finetuning of suspension components can
drastically affect the handling of the
vehicle. If performed incorrectly, you
could experience excessive understeer
or understeer and not to mention, an
extremely uncomfortable ride.
A new addition to D1Spec’s growing
line-up of products is its fully adjustable
coilover. Brought in by Fabulous-X,
the sole authorised local distributor
of D1Spec products, not only does
it pack an impressive list of features,
it also comes with a 1-year warranty
against manufacturer defects. D1Spec
products are made by a professional
manufacturer of auto performance
accessories for the past 10 years in
Central Taiwan. Manufacturing is solely
within the grounds of their own factory,
hence they are able to exercise control
over the cost, quality and lead time. With
a strong R&D team, D1Spec products
constantly enjoy a good reputation all
over the world.
Installation of this set of coilover would
first involve removing the wheels. You
would be able to spot the previously
installed D1Spec big brake kit as well as
the factory absorbers and springs. The
factory absorbers are then removed and
stored aside for the owner.
Upon inspecting the new D1Spec
coilover, we found that the quality and
finishing was indeed superb. The staff
at Fabulous-X then filled us in with the
details. Utilising a twin-tube design
damper, it will offer you the best of
both worlds. It delivers comfort during
regular day-to-day driving, but gets
harder as the force increases. This
twin-tube design reduces body roll and
doesn’t sacrifice ride quality. Comfort
and performance is further balanced
through the use of cold-bent springs.
Spring seat and locks are constructed
from durable aluminum alloy. 28
damping adjustment levels are available
and height adjustability ranges from
30mm to 90mm.
Once installation was completed, it
was then time for fine-tuning to be
done. Using a vernier caliper, precise
measurements were taken to ensure
the height adjustments were equal on
the front and the same was also done
for the rear. After some final checks,
a complimentary alignment was
performed to compensate for the drop
in ride height.
Sitting on the new D1Spec coilover, not
only does the Honda Odyssey looks
better with the drop in ride height, but
also handles better through corners.

Almost in place

Height adjustable

Taking measurements

For more information, please contact
Fabulous-X at 6841 7697 / 9667 7711.
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SHOP

FABULOUSLY

FABULOUS

High quality products with top-notch service. Fabulous-X
is the choice for discerning buyers.
Weekend shopping for your beloved
ride may prove daunting for some. For
a start, choosing the right workshop
from the long list available may
see you going from the west to the
east, before settling on your chosen
one in the north. As you sit down
with a cup of coffee and watch your
car getting pampered, you soon
realise the workmanship is extremely
shoddy and the end results are far
from satisfactory. Unwilling to part
with your hard-earned money, you
take the issue up with the person incharge but he brushes you off and
walks away.

just a simple engine oil change.

I’m sure most car owners have gone
through the above scenario when
visiting relatively unknown workshops.
Despite their initial promises, few
are eventually fulfilled and customer
service is almost non-existence. Most
of us end up walking away unsatisfied
and disappointed.

High quality car accessories from
Japan and Europe can also be found
in their showroom. These include, but
are not limited to, sun-roof, sports
seat and carbon fibre body kits. If
you’ve an item in mind, do approach
them and they will try their best to
source it out for you.

As avid auto enthusiasts themselves,
the good people at Fabulous-X have
built a business dedicated to giving
customers what they truly deserve:
great selection, great prices, great
resources and great service. Standing
behind these beliefs, each and every
customer gets the full “Fabulous-X”
treatment even if they are visiting for

Routine
maintenance
and
performance tuning services are
also available at Fabulous-X. No
compromises are made when it
comes to quality and reliability as only
genuine parts are used. However, do
not worry as this does not translate
to sky-high prices. By minimizing
overhead and implementing the latest

Being the sole authorised distributor
for D1-Spec products in Singapore,
the product knowledge demonstrated
is certainly second to none and they
are also able to provide efficient
aftersales support. Other distribution
areas include Malaysia, Thailand,
Brunei, Indonesia and Philippines.
Fast-selling items from D1-Spec wide
range of products such as their big
brake kits and their latest arrival, the
D1-Spec coilovers, are often snapped
up quickly due to their high quality yet
reasonable costs.

technology in their daily operations,
prices are constantly kept at a
reasonable level.
When you think of going fast and
looking good, one company stands
above the rest and that’s Fabulous-X
- your one stop shop for car
performance and style.
Fabulous-X Pte Ltd is located at
51 Ubi Ave 1, #01-21, Paya Ubi
Industrial Park, Singapore 408933.
Call 6841 7697 / 9667 7711 or
visit http://www.fabulousx.com.sg
for more information.
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TUNE-UP

MAXIMISING
Your Modifications
With the technology available these days, fine-tuning your car will no
longer run up hefty bills.

With your three basic modifications,
namely intake, header and exhaust
in place, many then ponder, what’s
next. To be honest, the road down
performance modifications is endless
and this doesn’t even include handling
upgrades. However, after having your
basic modifications covered, you can
look towards treating your car to a
simple tuning session to maximize
the potential of the modifications.
In a nutshell, tuning of the car’s ECU
would involve altering various aspects
of the engine’s operation. By performing
such a process, one would be able to
control variables such as fuel injector
and ignition timing. The extent of such
control would ultimately be determined

by the tuner’s capabilities as well as
the type of ECU involved. Depending
on the extent of modification done,
a basic reflash of the factory ECU
or an air-fuel controller may suffice.
For heavily souped up engines, a
stand-alone ECU which replaces the
factory unit may be the only way out.
For the masses, a basic air-fuel
controller would serve as a great tool
in gaining that few extra horses. Not
only does it not cost an arm and a
leg, such gadgets can also be easily
purchased and installed at most
workshops. A universal harness would
further allow it to be used on most
cars, enabling you to enjoy its benefits
even if you decide to change your ride.

A car’s factory ECU is often
programmed to calculate the proper
ratio of fuel to air for an unmodified
engine. However, when a high-flow filter
is introduced, the amount of air in the
combustion chambers would increase
and hence additional fuel is required for
optimal combustion. This is where an
air-fuel controller would come in handy.
These air-fuel controllers are often
considered
multifunctional
subcomputers that allow the tuner to
tap onto the car’s factory ECU and
receive various sensors’ readings. With
such readings in place, one would
then be able to accurately diagnose
if there is any lack or excess of fuel

present and make the appropriate
changes.
Such
compensations
will increase the drivability of the
car as well as bring out the best in
the
accompanying
modifications.
Most air-fuel controllers also boast a
useful external display which shows
engine statistics such as RPM and
throttle load. These displays also
allow your tuner to work their magic
on your car but unless blowing
cash on a new engine is small
change to you, we strongly advise
against making such adjustments
by yourself. Leave such stuff to your
competent tuner and enjoy the ride.
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DYNOTECHNICA
The Performance Specialist

ABOUT US
Being a creation of passion and knowledge,
Dynotechnica specializes in performance
enchancement. This includes dyno services, engine
rebuilt, chassis lightening, race preparation and
engine management by utilizing top of the line
service equipment.
From changing an air filter to mapping your
engine, we do it all! Be it Subaru, Mitsubishi or
other Car Makes, our Dynopack dyno is capable
of enchancing your vehicle's performance.
Dynotechnica tuned cars reached that obtained
number one position in many track and street events
in both Singapore and Malaysia.

Here are the ECUs that DYNOTECHNICA tune:
• APEXi Power
• ECUtek

• AEM ECU
• Dimsport

• Autronics ECU
• Unichip & More!

OUR SERVICES

Engine Rebuilts
Engine Managements
Dyno Services
Race Preparations
Chassis Lightening

Brands We CarrY

DYNOTECHNICA
dynotechnica_270611.indd 1

53 UBI AVE 1 #01-37 PAYA UBI INDUSTRIAL PARK S408934
TEL: 6841 1304 FAX: 6841 1034 EMAIL: BENNY33@PACIFIC.NET.SG
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REVIEW

1. Supersprint for
Kia Cerato
Supersprint has been producing
high quality and real performance
products for the past 55 years,
and without doubt, its latest
addition for the Kia Cerato is no
let-down as well.
Many Cerato owners have
been asking for a LTA approved
exhaust for their beloved rides,
and Jeep Chee heard them.
Being the authorised Supersprint
distributor in Singapore, they
wrote to them and requested
for a custom-made exhaust

2. SmartONE

system for the Kia Cerato. On
first looks, you can tell it apart
from the stock muffler by its
chrome exhaust tip and engraved
Supersprint wording. But it’s just
not a cosmetic enhancement.
Performance is enhanced in the
mid and higher rev range yet not
compromising on low end. It has
a slight bassy note at idle and
when you floor the pedal, the
sound from the exhaust will be
music to the ears of most drivers.
Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

The new generation of waterless car
wash, wax and sealant in one handy
bottle has finally arrived. Smartwax’s
Smartone is a revolutionary
environmentally-friendly product that
allows you to achieve a show-perfect
shine effortlessly without water.
The steps are simple. Simply shake
the bottle well, spray a light coat
onto a cool surface and give it time
to work its magic. Thereafter, wipe
off the excess with a microfibre towel
before buffing. Smartone will soften,
lift and encapsulate dirt particles,
allowing it to be safely and easily
wiped away. Upon buffing, the light
carnauba wax haze will leave a
showroom shine that reduces static
charge thus enabling maximum
repellency of dirt.
Auto Maxima – 6552 1351

UP

CLOSE

Get a close up view of these products
that caught our eye

3. Bizol Oil
Additive

4. Bardahl
Pulsar-L

Based on the latest additive
technology, Bizol’s Oil Additive will
enhance the performance of your
engine oil.

Bardahl’s continual success can
be largely attributed to its “polar
attraction” formula. In short, this
unique formula allows for lubricants
to be bonded to load-bearing
surfaces to protect them against
friction and wear, even under the
most severe operating conditions.

The multifunctional high
performance additive will maintain
stable viscosity even under
extreme operating conditions.
The lubricating effectiveness of
the engine oil is improved, hence
reducing friction and extending
the service life of the engine. Oil
viscosity is also stabilised and any
potential loss is corrected. This oil
additive meets the requirements of
modern engine oils, making it fully
compatible with all commercially
available engine oils. Suitable for
both petrol and diesel engines.
Akeno – 6848 4218

This key to its success can also
be found in the Bardahl Pulsar-L,
a high performance mineral-based
engine oil. Available in SAE 10W40 and 15W-50, this oil contains
advanced additive systems that will
ensure optimal performance from
your vehicle. Outstanding thermal
and oxidation stability allows for
hard driving without worrying
about the oil failing on you. The
Pulsar-L also offers excellent
protection against corrosion as

well as excellent low temperature
performance. Recommended
for use in most modern gasoline
and diesel engines including
turbocharged units.
Bardahl – 6634 0600
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SPORTS

up the home straight of the Sepang
International Circuit. Representatives
from the Malaysian Book of Records
were on hand to stamp their approval
and presented JPM with a certificate to
commemorate their achievement.
Action on the 5.543km long circuit
was not solely confined to the two GT
classes with support races being held
as well. Single-make races such as
the Toyota Vios Cup and JPM Megane
Cup entertained spectators before the
main event started. The GT Asia Series
also saw entrants in the form of the
Ferrari F458 GT3, Porsche 911 GT3

R, Lamborghini LP560 GT3 and Ford
GT fighting it out for podium positions.
The GT500 class saw Weider Honda
Racing bounce back from a slow start
to capture their first win of the 2011
season. Starting the race in pole,
drivers Takashi Kogure and Loic Duval
kept their position throughout the race
with consistent driving from the pair and
a fuss-free pit stop.
Finishing a close 14.198 seconds
behind them was Ronnie Quintarelli
and Masataka Yanagi in the S Road
MOLA GT-R. Despite the heavy traffic
encountered by the Weider team saw

GSR&Studie with TeamUKYO and their BMW Z4 GT3
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SPORTS

Weider Honda Racing’s HSV-010 took their first win of the season

The Ferrari 458 of Team JIMGAINER finished a close second in the GT300 class

GT500 Winners Loic Duvall and Takashi Kogure from Weider Honda Racing and GT300
Winners Taku Bamba and Nobuteru Tanaguchi from GSR&Studie with TeamUKYO

their lead being reduced, the MOLA
duo were unable to capitalise on it and
eventually finished on the second step
of the podium. Keihin Real Racing and
their HSV-010 GT gave the Honda car its
second podium finish despite carrying a
large weight handicap of 28kg.
Coming in third, it also saw a race where
the first three starters maintained their
positions throughout the race. Slightly
more exciting racing took place in the
GT300 group. Starting at the front of
the grid, top qualifier GSR&Studie with
TeamUKYO led in the early parts of the
race but second place Team JIMGAINER
saw their Ferrari 458 overtake the BMW
Z4 GT3 on several occasions in the last
few laps. First driver Nobuteru Taniguchi

managed to open up a healthy lead at
the start, but the lead was cut down
considerably upon switching to second
driver Taku Bamba.
The anime-themed Z4 GT3 eventually
crossed the line a mere 0.776s ahead
of the Ferrari while the older F430 of
LMP MOTORSPORT took third place.
Despite the blazing sun, throngs of
visitors filled the grandstands and were
treated to a mix of nerve-wrecking track
action as well as bustling festivities in
the vicinity. With JPM being awarded
next year’s SUPER GT rights as well,
we’re sure looking forward to attending
an even more successful and electrifying
event come 2012.
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UNCLE AGONY

UNCLE AGONY
Do you have a car-related question that needs answering?
Drop us an email at rev@bigbang.com.sg and we will answer it!

ENGINE
Q: I read that changing the Oxygen Sensor of my vehicle will give me better fuel economy,
is it true? When do we need to change the Oxygen Sensor?
A: It is true that a new Oxygen
Sensor will give better fuel economy.
There are usually 2 Oxygen Sensors
for each bank of exhaust. The first
(Bank 1 Sensor 1, B1S1) is located
before the Catalytic Converter
and the second (Bank 1 Sensor
2, B1S2) is after that. For an Inline
4 engine, there is only 1 bank of
exhaust therefore only 2 Oxygen
Sensors. The duty of B1S1 is to give
feedback to the ECU on the result
of the combustion of the engine.

The ECU will base on the result to
decide to lean or richen the next
cycle of fuelling. This is a close loop
system. The duty of B1S2 is that
of monitoring the efficiency of the
Catalytic Converter.
O2 Sensor works in a very
high temperature and hostile
environment. It is therefore subject
to very high levels of contamination.
A new engine and new sensor will
oscillate between 0.4 to 0.6 V as

its feedback sensor to the
ECU. Older sensor and/or
engine will have a higher
amplitude (0.2 – 0.8V)
and
slower
signal
(longer
wavelength).
This will result in coarse
reaction by the ECU and t h u s
lower efficiency which will result in
lower fuel economy.
As a general rule of the thumb,
O2 sensor can be changed every 3
years. However, if you wish to check
the performance of this O2 Sensor,
just do a data stream reading using
the Scanner on the Sensor. If the
reading has high amplitude and
long wavelength, you can consider
changing the sensor.

GENERAL
Q: I noticed a whining noise
coming from my sound system.
It will follow my engine rpm.
How do I get rid of it?
A: The whining noise is caused
by unregulated electric current
flowing through the conductor in
your car. This is usually the result
of grounding problems of your
electrical component(s), most likely
within your ICE. Firstly, identify the
location of the component ground
wire and if possible, connect all the
ground to a single solid point on the
chassis of the car. Secondly, you
can install a ‘Ground Loop Isolator’
which is readily available from
electronic shops at Sim Lim Tower.

WHEELS
Q: I sent my car to a workshop for a routine servicing. When I collected my car, I found
that the car is very “bouncy”. When I went back to the technician for a check, he said
that my shock absorbers are jammed up. Was he responsible for the damage to my
shock absorbers? My shock absorbers were perfect before I did my oil change.
A: It may be possible that your
shock absorbers were already
worn. The valves that restrict the
movement of the oil and air should
be jammed. When you hoist up
the car, all four wheels will ‘drop’
and cause the shock absorbers
to fully extend. This will cause
the oil to move to one side of the
chamber. When you lower the car,
the jammed valve will prevent the
oil from going back to the other
chamber and thus the piston will
remain fully extended. This will
cause the “bumpy” feeling you’re
getting from your ride.
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CAN’T FIND THE LATEST ISSUE OF REV? INSTEAD OF RUSHING
OUT TO FIND A COPY, WHY NOT HAVE IT DELIVERED STRAIGHT
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FREE $20 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher
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ADK Auto Accessories Centre
52 Ubi Ave 3 The Frontier Epark #01-41 S408867

Jeep Chee Trading Pte Ltd
Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 S408701

AutoBacs Venture Pte Ltd
30 Bukit Batok East Ave 6 S659761
10 Ubi View S408543

LHN Trading
Blk 1009 Bukit Merah Lane 3 #01-90 S159723

AutoDiesel Turbo Fuel Systems Pte Ltd
Blk 20 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sec A #01-18 S575678
Autoform Enterprise Pte Ltd
33 Ubi Ave 3 #01-03 Vertex Building S408868
AutoVox Pte Ltd
452 Tagore Ind Ave S787823
BCC Automotive Pte Ltd
Blk 1 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector C #01-101/107/109 S5756863
SPARK Car Care Centres
205 Braddell Road S579701
383 Sin Ming Drive S575717
9 Loyang Drive S508969
7 Sungei Kadut Way S728791
45 Pandan Road S609286
320 Ubi Road 3 S408649

ManCanDo International Pte Ltd
Blk 34 Sin Ming Drive #01-118
Mcwell Ventures Pte Ltd
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-05/06 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933
Miracle Bodyworkz
50 Bukit Batok St 23 #01-22 Midview Building S659578
Motec Auto Accessories
Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 S628455
MotoRex Performance Pte Ltd
53 Ubi Ave 1 #03-54 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408934
Revol Carz Makeover
10 AMK Ind Park 2A #01-12 AMK Autopoint S568047
RTES
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-02 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933

Harmony Motor Pte Ltd
No 1 Chia Ping Road S619967

Stamford Tyres Megamart
19 Lok Yang Way Jurong S628635
50 Bukit Batok St 23 #02-19 Midview Building S659578
8 Kung Chong Road S159145
455 Macpherson Road S368173
31 Loyang Way S508729
10 Admiralty Street #01-85 Northlink Building S757695
Blk 9006, Tampines St 93, #01-196, Tampines Ind Park s528840
10 AMK Ind Park 2A #01-14, AMK Autopoint S568047

Horizon Auto Enterprise Pte Ltd
65 Upp Paya Lebar Road #01-01 Guang Ming Ind Building S534817

Sung Beng Auto (Pte) Ltd since 1969
342 Circuit Road Singapore 379494

Concorde Auto Accessories (S) Pte Ltd
12 Jalan Lembah Kallang #01-01 Concorde Building S339568
Fabulous-X Pte Ltd
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-21 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933
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New opening at 50 Old Toh Tuck Road (1st July 2011)
Your trusted BMW Workshop Specialist
All makes & models welcome as well

BCC (DEUTSCH) AUTOMOTIVE PTE LTD
50 Old Toh Tuck Road Singapore 597657
(Inside CNG Filling Station)
Tel: 6468 5588 Fax: 6762 7760
Email: enquiry@bcc.sg
Website: www.bcc.sg
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Falken Tyres are race-bred in the circuit to improve their performance
and reliability. With exceptional strength and agility, Falken Tyres provide energetic drivers with that edge in performance
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Azenis RT615 K
- Asymetrical tread
design.
- Improved circuit
performance.
- Quick response.
- High cornering grip.
- Enhancing wet grip.

Falken FK-452
- Special silica based
compound.
- Innovative tread design
from motor sports racing
technology.
- Improved resistance to
aquaplaning.

Ziex ZE-522
- Faster water drainage
on slippery road.
- Reduces road noise
and vibration.
- Winning design for
high class look.
- Comfort and style.

Azenis ST-115
- Good handling
stability and quick
response.
- Strong grip and high
speed endurance
performance.
- Silent and sporty.
Ziex ZE-322
- Good Traction in the
wet.
- Noise is kept to a
minimum with its noise
absorbing base
compound.

Ziex ZE-912
- Hybrid asymmetric
pattern design.
- Infinite sype sequence.
- Rotation wear indicators.
- Quad high-volume
circumferential grooves.
- High angle variable cross
grooves.
SN-828
- Long Life and excellent cost
performance.
- New silica compound for optimizing
wet performance and wear resistance.
- Easy handling and superior high
speed stability.
- Riding comfort and quietness.

